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supposed Prophecies" to Principal Secretary Walsingham, in terms which would
':e the Protestant Walsingham appear a special object of his devotion.1
As Spanish plans for the subjugation of England included many an effort to
make trouble for Elizabeth via Scotland, the Leicester libels were circulated also
north of the Tweed. It was then that King James VI announced by Royal
Proclamation,
"Forasmuch as we were credibly informed that there are divers slanderous and
infamous books privily brought in and publicly dispersed in sundry hands within our realm,
full of ignominious and reproachful calumnies devised and set out by some seditious persons,
of purpose to obscure, so far as in them lies, the honour and reputation of our right trusty
and right well-beloved cousin the Earl of Leicester, and others, Counsellors of our dearest
Sister and Cousin the Queen of England; And remembering how in the time of our
captivity at Ruthven the very like was published and set out upon our right [beloved]
cousin and Counsellor James, Earl of Arran our Chancellor, only to move our subjects to
insurrection and rebellion against us,—howsoever the same appeareth always to respect our
own person as the [others] do the person of our dearest Sister: " as His Majesty and the
Queen of England live in " mutual friendship," King James's " will is therefore " that " the
said reproachful books, ... and the ' letter of estate written by a scholar in Cambridge'",
are to be prohibited from circulation; and any person or persons finding copies of these
pernicious libels must " deliver the same to our Secretary to be cancelled and destroyed.
XVI Feb: 1584" fe),2
This disposes of the modern, notion that the libels were accepted at the time
as authentic biography and history.
From an openly hostile quarter there was still to come die third libel, yet
more atrocious, with variations, and purporting to be based on French and English
writings. It was not printed until Leicester, acting as the Queen's Lieutenant-
General in the Low Countries had been elected their Governor General to aid those
provinces in their rebellion against Spain.
Described in 1888 in the D.N.B. as a " Latin translation " of the 1584-1585
English and French libels, it actually is a totally different composition: as anyone
must have seen if comparing them: but no such comparison seems to have been
performed by any historian whether Catholic or Protestant. This "Flores
Calvinistici" is the most important of the three; for whereas the others -are
anonymous and with no name of printer, and thus are manifestly illicit, this one is
by hlius Brieger; and was printed with license in Naples,—which was one
1For analysis of that book, see E.E. Vol. II, pp. 148-150.
3 Proclam: here first transcribed and put into English (from Scots), BM. Add: MS, No. 31897. f. 9.
Contemporary copy on one side of foolscap paper. The copyist was presumably a Scot; for " James
be the grace of god King of Scottes" is his manner of distributing capital letters; and our " cousine
the q of england"—like "god"—is not allowed capitals, though the King of Scots's "Counties"
and "Messengeres" are. The MS. is endorsed "Copy of the Proclamation" etc.; with a Museum
note, "Presd by Jabez Hogg Esqre, 25th Nov: 1882." Mentioned but not printed in "Tudor and
Stuart Proclamations: 1485-1714": ed: Robert Steele, Vol. 88, p. 243. (2 Vols. folio. B.M. No.
circle loo.b.)
Since the above was written in 1923, Captain B. M. Ward has referred to the matter  in his
" Seventeenth Earl of Oxford," 1928.    "

